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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we apply a formal approach, based on Petri nets, to 
design a logical structure for call centers based on sophisticated 
computer telephony integration applications. A typical call 
center consists of a set of operators, called agents, who process 
inbound calls from clients. This call processing may involve the 
use of computer systems and other devices, such as faxes, as 
well as communication with other agents. The treatment of each 
call being processed is heavily regulated by a script, which is 
specially designed for specific kinds of calls by the experts in 
telemarketing. However, the design of such scripts can be 
problematic. In this paper, we stress the need for tools supporting 
a scripting process. We propose a formal model intended to 
serve as a basis for such tools. Specifically, we introduce formal 
models called script nets for formal representation of scripts and 
of the call center as a whole. We have also introduced various 
ways to structure script nets, using a transition hierarchy and 
macroplaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Computer-telephone integration (CTI) is defined as a framework, 
intended for the creation of business applications which actively 
use an area of telephony and computing [14]. CTI-applications 
vary; ranging from simple desktop integration (e.g. screen based 
telephony) to call center applications. Call centers, using the 
most encompassing and sophisticated CTI applications will be 
used as running examples to illustrate our approach. Within a 
call center, agents process telephone calls from clients and carry 
out call-related business. 
The typical processing of calls includes using data from computer 
systems, including databases; incorporating other devices such as 
fax and e-mail; and communication with other agents. The 
communication of the agent during call processing is heavily 
directed by a specific scenario, specially developed for such calls 
by telemarketing experts. These scenarios are referred to as 
scripts. The same agent can work with varying call types, 
controlled by different scripts. Thus, a call center is a distributed 
system, usually built on top of a local area network that connects 
agent stations, server computers and telephone equipment. 

It is interesting that concept of workflow management [ 13 can be 
very useful in designing call centers. In fact, a call center can be 
understood as a specific case of a workflow system, which 
substitutes telephone calls for documents circulating in the 
system. We should also mention that because office activity very 
often involves working with inbound and outbound calls, the 
processing of such calls should be naturally incorporated into 
workflow management systems. 
The present paper is devoted to call center management, and is 
specifically directed toward scripting for call centers. Usually, 
scripts are written in a relatively high-level programming 
language. The complexity of a call center presents a challenge for 
any programming tool. Moreover, as with any other sort of 
programming, when a bug appears or a change is made in the 
purpose or operation either of a call center or a segment of call 
center operations, it is often necessary to rewrite a large number 
of scripts. This endeavor is no small task, and may take a 
considerable time. Moreover, such reprogramming introduces 
numerous opportunities for errors, both in programming and in 
the layout of the script. 
Given the nature of call center management, and scripting in 
particular, it is highly desirable to reduce the complexity and 
amount of effort required to direct these activities. It is especially 
important to simplify the activities of agents, such as engagement 
with clients, and to provide enough flexibility so that changes and 
adaptations can be easily and quickly made without fear of error. 
To handle this issue we need special tools, such as a visual 
language, graphical editor, and others. Essentially, the 
requirement is to build a platform for a generation of CTI 
applications of varied types. Such tools for the generation of CTI 
applications already exist, but for the most part they do not take 
into account the distributed nature of call centers and therefore do 
not allow the production of scripts with complex communications 
between agents, hardware and other resources. In this paper we 
present the progress we have made in an ongoing project aimed at 
designing such a platform. 
If we examine scripts of a typical call center, we see that their 
key features include b e  flexible use of resources during call 
processing; extensive manipulation of calls, including attached 
data; allowance for exceptions; complexity of real-world scripts; 
parallel call processing; and strict requirements for real-time call 
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Figure 1 : A call center environment 

processing. It is clear that scripting tools should be designed 
according to a formal approach. This paper is devoted to 
developing such an approach, using the theory of Petri nets 
[10,11]. More specifically, in this paper we build a Petri net- 
based formal model for representing call center scripts. 

2. STRUCTURE OF A CALL CENTER 

In this section we present an abstract model of a typical call 
center that will serve as a subject for the formalization process. 
From now on, the call center will be refenred to as a "system ". 
Typically, a system operates with a set of resources. These are: 
equipment (e.g. phones, fax machines, switches, a local area 
network, etc.), software components (database, text editor, etc.) 
and personnel involved in system operation (agents, 
administration). All communications of the system is accessed 
through these resources. A typical Call-Center environment is 
shown on Figure 1. 

From the point of view of applications, the system can be 
perceived as a collection of communicating objects. We will 
divide all objects of the application level into two types: resource 
objects and call objects. The formier represents objects 
corresponding physical resource of the system while the latter 
represents objects intended for call processing. 

Voice I Fax 
processing boards, 
specific equipment 

The behavior of each object is regulated by a scenario 
specification, called a 'script'. There may be several objects 
working in accordance with one and the same script. For 
example, for a script describing the behavior of a telephone, there 
may be several objects corresponding to actual telephones in the 
system; a script specifying the call processing, may have several 
objects processing different calls of the same type. 
We will assume that each script is identified by a unique name 
within the system. Moreover, we associate with each script a 
domain of object names, to identify each object within the script. 
This addressing scheme allows us to uniquely identify objects 
within the whole system. 

3. FORMAL MODEL 

For formal specification of scripts of CTI-applications, we 
developed a Petri net-based model called script-net [3] 
combining some featured from other Petri net models. The model 
consists of the following four (quite orthogonal) constituents: 
1. High level and object oriented Petri net model called 

cooperative nets [13] that allows to represent complex 
system as a set of subsystems communicating via the client 
server protocol [ 121; 
For structured specification of complex scripts, we suggest 
the concept of hierarchical transition [7]. Under this concept, 
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a net can be represented as a set of disjointed subnets with 
links between hierarchical transitions and subnets forming a 
hierarchical structure. Firing any hierarchical transition 
results in execution of its internal net. This construction 
makes script representation modular and allows for the 
simple modification and reuse of specifications. 
For processing exceptions in scripts, such as receipt of 
unsolicited events, we suggest a macroplace construction 

To represent real-time constraints that are very critical for 
scripts, we incorporate Merlin’s time constructs into our 
model [9]. 

in the following we consider some of these constituents in detail 
and show how they can be used. 

3. 

121. 
4. 

3.1. Basis of script-nets 
As a basis of script-net we take an object-oriented model of high 
level Petri nets known as cooperative nets [I31 that allows us to 
represent a system as a set of communicating subnets. In 
particular, each transition can be associated with the process of 
communication (sending or receiving of message) with other 
script-nets: 

0 Sending a command: s(script(v).com(vl, ..., v,,)), where 
script(v) specifies a target object, and com(vJ, ..., vJ is a 
command with parameters. 
Receiving a command: r(script(v).com(vl, ..., v J), that gives 
a command with parameters from the object script(v). 

This enables us to specify a communication between a CTI 
application and a server using a client-server protocol [12]. 
Moreover, it is possible to associate a transition with a creation of 
new objects for some script-net. 

Creating a new object: c(script(v).v,, ..., vd,  where script(v) 
identifies a creating object and v~,...,v,, its initial parameters. 

Thus each script of a CTI application can be described as a 
corresponding script-net. In this case the process of call 
processing can be understood as creating an object (injecting a 
token in head place of script net) and moving it through the net. 
Some examples of script-nets are presented in [3,4]. 
We allow multilabeling of net [5], i.e., labeling where each 
transition may be labeled by a set of expressions, such as sending 
and receiving a message, or creating a new object. This extension 
can simplify specifications and make them more compact. 
By collecting communicating script-nets, we can produce a script 
system that represents a call center’s logical structure. In this 
structure we can distinguish application scripts and system scripts 
representing system services such as resource management and 
call routing. 

* 

3.2 Macronets: exception handling 
At this point, we should note that scripts describing real scenarios 
are usually extremely complicated to work with and therefore 
require some means of modularization. We will consider the 
problem of structural representation of script nets. In this respect, 
we can point out two techniques for modularization in Petri net- 

based models we would like to employ - hierarchical transitions 
and macroplaces. The first technique is well elaborated within the 
framework of high-level Petri nets, e.g. see [7]. Generally, it 
consists of representing a hierarchical net as a set of disjoint 
subnets with links between transitions and subnets forming a 
hierarchical structure. Firing of such a hierarchical transition 
causes an execution of its internal net that consists of the firing of 
a transition (or step) sequence from initial marking to the 
terminal one. So using this technique we can represent script nets 
as a set of hierarchical organized script subnets. 
At the same time, in call processing, we may face situations, 
which are asynchronous to normal processing, and a reaction to 
such events should also be specified. For example, there may be 
situations when, during the dialogue between agent and client, the 
telephone line is disconnected (e.g. suddenly client puts down a 
receiver); as well as more sophisticated situations when the 
processing of current calls is interrupted and the agent is 
forwarded to process new calls with higher priority. Moreover, 
processing of such broken calls could be recommenced upon 
availability of agents. To specify such situations in script nets, 
special constructs are needed. To accomplish this, we suggest 
using the concept of macronets reported in [2] and generalized on 
high level Petri nets 141. 

Petri nets with macroplaces. Notions of macronets and 
macroplaces have been introduced in [2] for specification of such 
situations where starting the execution of one procedure may 
interrupt execution of another procedure. Syntactically, a 
macronet is defined similar to nets with hierarchical transitions, 
however we use macroplaces instead of transitions. In other 
words, a macronet could be perceived as a set of Petri nets 
equipped with hierarchical links of the type “place +net”. 

Graphically, a macronet can be represented as a set of included 
nets, each intemal net being drawn within a circle of 
corresponding macroplaces. The head place of an intemal net is 
marked by an incoming extra arc. 
The firing rules of macronets are as follows: 

A macroplace is considered to have a token if its internal net 
also has a token; 

adding a token to a macroplace results in adding a token to 
the head place of the internal net; 
removing a token from macroplace results in removing a 
token from the internal net no matter what position it is in. 

It is clear that the concept of a macroplace is helpful for 
representing various situations where an interruption is involved. 
High level macronets. Using standard possibilities of high-level 
nets we generalize the notion of macroplaces, allowing us to 
specify more general constructions. First, we will be able to build 
constructions where execution of an internal net can be 
interrupted only in specified regions. Second, we can specify a 
head place of internal nets dynamically, helping us to inject a 
token into any desired place. 
Let m be a macroplace and Nm=(Sm,T,,,.F,,J be its internal subnet. 
For an internal net we introduce a data type typem with a domain 

equal to a set of internal places: Dom(typeJ=S,=Js,, ..., s ~ .  Let 
us add to the token intemal net an item of type typent, the value of 
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the item is exactly equal to the place where the token is situated. 
This can be easily implemented by assigning to tuples of 
incoming arcs with corresponding values from S,,, see Figure 2. 
Then we add to this a precondition of outgoing transition te m. 
an expression of the type v,,, E S’, where S‘ g &. Firing of the 
transition t results in removing a token from a place of S: Note 
that we can ‘remember’ the actual place where the token was 
before it had been removed. For an arc corning in to the 
macroplace m, the corresponding item of the tuple is stated in a 
suitable manner. For instance, if it is equal to a place si€ S,,, the 
adding of a token to macroplace m will result in injecting a token 
into si of the internal net. Apart from a constant,, we can write a 
variable of the type type,,, that allows us to determine the 
incoming place dynamically. Specifically, we can replace taken 
to its point of origination, see Figure 2. More strict definition of 
high-level macronets can be found in [3]. 

.--_.-----____.--_-.__.___._____..__. 
Figure 3: Resource capturing 

Using this client server scheme of communication and time 
constraints, we can build a mechanism of resource 
capturinghelease. On Figure 3 the scheme of agent capturing 
within time interval T is depicted. The capturing is started by 
sending c command get (firing of the transition t,) to the script 
agent that defines the behavior of the agents. If within the time 
interval [O,T] a positive reply is received r(ok(x)) (firing t2) then 
the agent with that identifier x is considered to be captured. If 
within time interval nothing happens then transition t3 fires hence 
there are no agents available. This construction is called 
get-agent(9. 

... 
4. EXAMPLES 

In the section we discuss a methodology of representing scripts 
according to the model we are introducing, with the aid of some 
realistic script examples. 

Figure 2: Macroplace and intemal net 
With the aid of a macroplace, one can easily specify the next 
situation in an agent’s scenario: 

Interruption of a script execution (naturqlly with an apology 
to a client) at any stage with subsequent return to an initial state. 
In this case the processing of the interrupted call is cancelled 

Interruption of a script execution only if it is in special 
regions of the script. 

Interruption of a script execution while noting the place of 
interruption and possible current parameters of the call 
processing. This information can be used for future 
recommencing of the processing of the call. 

3.3 Time constraints 
To represent real-time constraints that are very $critical for scripts, 
we incorporate Merlin‘s time constructs [SI into our model. In 
particular, each transition in a script-net can be associated with a 
pair [tmi,,,tmm] that provides a time interval enabling the transition. 
This enables us to specify timeouts in script execution. 

I “ready” NR s(not-ready) 

Figure 4: Script-net of agent. 
Example I .  On Fig.4 the script corresponding to resource of 
operators (agents) is depicted. The agents can be in three states: 
READY, BUSY, NOT-READY (NR for short). The transition 
from READY to BUSY is caused by receiving a command get 
from an object X and sending it a reply ok. Note that this 
transition is labeled by two labels that correspond to receiving 
and sending commands. In a BUSY state the agent can return to a 
READY state by receiving a command r(Xfree) from the 
application. Moreover, in a BUSY state the agent can move to a 
NOT-READY state (e.g. switching to more urgent work) 
informing the application by sending a command nof-reudy. The 
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r(disconnect) s(agent.free) 

Figure 5: Example of a Script-Net, in Catalogue Sales Context application 

place S says that the operator a can work with script A, the 
operator b can work with script B and c can work with both 
scripts A and B. 
Example 2. In this example we build a script-net corresponding 
to a script for the processing of a retail catalogue sales call center 
[SI. In this context, many customers call to inquire about the 
availability of items in a catalogue, status of their order, delivery 
options, and similar routine questions. Such simple calls can be 
processed automatically by a voice processing system. Other 
calls, especially those involving new customers who need special 
assistance, must be processed by an operator. In Figure 5, we 
present a script net corresponding to processing this type of call. 
When the system enters a call into a script (a token appears in a 
head place so), it plays a greeting and gives a choice of pressing 
"l", "2", or "3" (the transition tl).  These choices correspond to 
calls conceming availability of items, the status of a current 
order, or other types of calls, respectively. 
In the first two cases the call is processed automatically 
(hierarchical transitions tz and t4). The third case needs the 
intervention of an operator, who is captured by the expression 
s(agent.ge0. Here, the agent is the name of the script-net for 
resources corresponding to operators, get the name of capturing 
command. If there is a free operator in the system, he is captured. 
At this point the call is transferred and the operator works with 

the customer (hierarchical transition fl0). At the end of the 
conversation, the operator is released (t13. If there are no free 
operators ( td  the system plays a recorded sound file with 
appropriate explanations. 
In this example, two possibilities for agent capturing within the 
time interval T are shown within dashed boxes. The capturing is 
initiated by sending a get command to the "agent" script that 
defines the behavior of the agents. If a positive reply r(ok) is 
received within the time interval represented by [0,2] then the 
agent with that identifier is considered to be captured. If within 
the time interval nothing happens, then transition nok fires, 
indicating that no agents are available. This construction is called 
get_agent(z). 

Imagine that an agent involved in call processing presses a "not 
ready" button on his telephone and becomes unavailable. This 
event corresponds to firing the transition tI4. At this point the 
script tries to find another agent ( t l ~ ) .  If another agent is indeed 
available, control of the script is retumed to the same place where 
it was interrupted, and call processing continues. The state where 
the call processing was interrupted is saved in the variable v. 
Alternatively, imagine that a client suddenly hangs up 
during a call. This event corresponds to firing the transition 
t20. Firing of this transition disrupts the execution of the 
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script including the construction defined above, releases its 
active agent (if any), and then terminates the call 
processing. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION IISSUES 
6. REFERENCES 

In this section we briefly sketch some tools for generation call 
center applications based on developed formal model. In 
particular, we developed a programming system for building 
scripts for processing both inbound anld outbound calls with 
extensive intervention of living agents. Thle system operates in an 
Intranet environment and is based on thin-client technology. It 
uses a graphic language to describe agent work scripts. More 
specifically, the system comprises the following components: 

A front-end graphical language for specification scripts with 
semantics based on Petri net-based model; 

A graphic script editor that supports the scripting language 
and allows to build scripts in a simple and convenient way; 

Form manager for creating a set of forms to be interchanged 
between application and agent station during a call 
processing; 
A script engine that executes scripts upon emerging inbound 
and outbound calls in the run-time stage. 

The graphical scripting language allows one to represent a script 
as a graph where each node is depicted by an icon and 
corresponds to elementary communication with other objects 
(e.g. a devise object, an agent). Arrows 'between icons define a 
causal relation between the communication actions. Among other 
characteristics of the language, we can mention ones that are 
inherited from the formal model: 

Parallel constructs allowing one to riepresent multithreading 
and synchronization between threads:, 

Hierarchical constructs which allow m e  to build scripts in a 
modular fashion; 

Exception handling constructs which enable one to specify 
the reaction of the scripts on receiving asynchronous and 
unsolicited events. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have proposed the Petri net-based model for 
design different distributed CTI applications. This approach 
enables a designer to represent a logical structure of complex 
applications for call centers. 

In the nearest future we plan to pi9 more attention to 
architectural aspects in the process of formalization taking into 
consideration different related architectural approaches [6]. 
Considering almost all CTI-applications are real time systems, we 
must take into consideration time and stochastic aspects of the 
model under discussion, i.e., it is desirable to calculate 
availability of a call center (for specific sort of calls), agent's 
loading, optimal configuration of call-center, etc. By extending 
our model towards stochastic Petri net:;, these issues can be 
addressed. 
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